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MINI·OTEC ACHIEVES CONSISTENT OPERATION
OTEC No Longer a Concept - Now a Demonstrated Reality
On August 3rd, 1979, the world's first
demonstration of man's extraction of solar
energy stored in the seas-an energy milestone - was initiated off the coast of Hawaii. Mini-OTEC, a joint project of the
State of Hawaii, Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company Incorporated, Dillingham
Corporation, Alfa- Laval Thermal Incorporated, and other industrial firms, in cooperation with Hawaii County, began producing 50,000 watts of electricity.

Governor George R. Ariyoshi made the
announcement in Honolulu in a message to
President Carter, saying that a "historic
first in energy production" had been
achieved. (The full text of Governor Ariyoshi's message to the President appears
in this issue.)
Ariyoshi's message included the following significant comments: "This historic
breakthrough means that the OTEC theory
(continued on Page 2)

SEVENTH ANNUAL
OTEC CONFERENCE SET
FOR JUNE IN WASHINGTON
The Ocean Systems Branch of the
Department of Energy has decided to
again hold the next OTEC conference
in the nation's capital. The seventh annual
meeting will be held June 2nd through 5th
(continued on Page 5)

SOLAR-POWER GENERATOR: Mini-OTEC at its operational site off the Kona Coast of the Island of Hawaii. The 50-kilowatt
demonstration plant is operating today in 3,050 feet of water.

Letter F rom The Publisher
WHO WILL OWN THE SUN?
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No one, you say; the sun is free and available to all.
But, wh11e it certainly is today, I am wondering about tomorrow.
There has been much speculation as to the reasons behind the recent appointment of
Denis Hayes of the Solar Lobby and the Center for Renewable Resources, as the new
director of the Solar Energy Research Institute. (See separate story in this issue.)
SERI is funded by DOE, and the comments appearing in the press-from solar publications to and including the Wall Street Journal-hint at the possibility of the move's
being made to quiet an outspoken solar advocate and harsh critic of the Administration's
foot-dragging in solar development.
The Solar Lobby recently published an article detailing how the oil companies have
recently bought heavily into ownership of small solar companies.
The Center for Renewable Resources is trying to decide whether it should accept
DOE funding recently offered. The Solar Energy Industries Association has been offered
funding as well. Even this publication has been similarly contacted.
Of course, this may all be a sincere effort on the part of the Administration and DOE
to co-operate with solar advocates in an overall effort to hasten solar development.
But most of us, unless independently wealthy, depend on our livelihood to provide
financial support for ourselves, our families, and our businesses.
If the various independent solar organizations become too heavily dependent on the
Federal Government for sustenance, will their voices, now outspoken, become a bit more
timid?
Sincerely
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has been proven sound. It can mean that
in the not-too-distant future, cities of
100,000 people can be supplied with all
the electricity they need by giant, at-sea
OTEC plants. According to present calculations, such energy can compete with the
cost of fossil-fuel energy resources." The
Governor added that "OTEC is a workable, renewable, essentially inexhaustible
energy resource which should be brought
on - line in a massive way as soon as possible. "
The event was heralded in much of the
nation's press and on television, with a
special announcement mailed to all subscribers to SOEL within two hours of the
announcement in Honolulu .
In Full Operation
One Month Later
For the full month of August, MiniOTEC was operated consistently, with
occasional down time due only to minor
equipment adjustments and - primarilythe need to spell the operational crew that
was on board Mini - OTEC 24 hours a day.
On September 5th, at Kailua- Kona on
the big island of Hawaii, where Mini-OTEC
was operating offshore, Roger D. Fuller,
OTEC program manager for Lockheed's
Ocean Systems Division, said that the basic
technology needed to generate electricity
from the sea has now been proven.
By early September Mini-OTEC had
been operated successfully for more than
125 hours and had already accomplished
its prime objective - demonstration that
OTEC is a feasible source of power.

Fuller said that lessons learned during
the test program will be applied to more
advanced larger systems, and eventually
could make it possible to develop commercial OTEC plants each capable of meeting
the electrical needs of populations of
200,000 persons .
Among the lessons learned were: (1)
The predicted amount of net power was
attained. (2) The integrated cold-water
pipe and mooring system is effective. And
(3) The system has been routinely started
and stopped .
The Mini-OTEC research and development project, Fuller said, has had its share
of learning problems just as any such program does. Fuller noted that Mini-OTEC
was assembled with off-the-shelf equipment in fifteen months, and demonstrated
an effective working relationship of industry and state government. It should be
noted that DOE had little if any part in
this fi rst demonstration of OTEC power.
Full technical details of Mini-OTEC
appeared in the June issue of SOEL, and
updated reports of its operation will appear
while the demonstration continues.

-----JAPANESE INVITE
OTEC RESEARCHER
TO JAPAN

The Japanese OTEC research group will
soon invite an American OTEC researcher
to work with them in Japan, SOEL learned
recently. Funding, residence, and other
details will be announced this fall.
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But now, with the world's fossil fuels being in place, Ke'ahole Point awaits further opdepleted at an alarming rate of consump- portunities for service to America.
tion each day, our world must seriously
We have been grateful for your own
consider OTEC as one of the essential an- leadership and insistence that Americans
swers.
get on with the job of developing alternaOT~C is a workable, renewable, essentive energy resources. Hawaii is responding
Honolulu, August 3rd, 1979: Governor
and is proud of its OTEC achievement and
George R. Ariyoshi announced today that tially inexhaustible energy resource which
other energy initiatives in geo-thermal,
he has informed President Carter of a "his- should be brought on-line in a massive
wind, biomass, and direct solar work.
toric" energy breakthrough-the successful way as soon as possible. America's scienWe believe our great nation can accept
generation of electricity from the heat of tists and technicians and industrial sector
congratulations on this significant energy
sunlit tropical waters through the process have proven today in Hawaii that the constep for mankind, achieved in the newest
called OTEC, or Ocean Thermal Energy cept is sound and large 0 TEC plants can
state of the union. And it is doubly heartConversion. The breakthrough occurred on be practical.
Mr. President, I believe the Hawaiian
warming because it occurs in the 20th ana barge off Ke'ahole Point on the Island of
niversary year of Hawaiian statehood and
Hawaii. It is the first generation of elec- peninsula named Ke'ahole Point deserves
in the Thomas Alva Edison Centennial
trical power in a closed-cycle, self-sustain- to be recorded in history as the site of this
important technological turning point in marking the 100th anniversary of the pering OTEC system operating at sea.
fection of the incandescent lamp.
The text of Governor Ariyoshi's mes- America's war for energy independence.
And it is more. We are prepared to place
The future, Mr. President, looks bright
sage to President Carter follows:
this ideal location in the service of our na- indeed.
tion. It can serve the national interest as a
With warmest aloha and personal reDear Mr. President:
base for the pursuit of excellence in tech- gards, I remain
I am delighted to send to you the good nical and cost-improvement studies, tests,
Yours very truly,
news that Hawaii has achieved a historic and demonstration projects for Ocean
Thermal
Energy
Conversion
development
first in energy production.
George R. Ariyoshi
Today we are producing 50,000 watts and related systems. With a superb yearGovernor,
State of Hawaii
round
climate
and
an
infrastructure
already
of electricity almost directly from sunheated ocean waters through the process
called 0 TEC, or Ocean Thermal Energy
Conversion.
This is the first time this has been done
anywhere in a closed-cycle, self-sustaining
OTEC system operating at sea.
The electric power is being generated on
a loaned Navy barge 1% miles off Ke'ahole
Point on the Island of Hawaii. This is a
joint experimental pilot project of the
State of Hawaii, Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company Incorporated, Hawaii's
Dillingham Corporation, Alfa-Laval Thermal Incorporated, and other industrial
firms, in co-operation with Hawaii County.
No fossil fuels are involved. The process
is exceptionally clean, unlike coal, oil, gas,
or other fuels. The electricity comes from a
generator turned by a turbine powered by
the expansion of heated ammonia. The
ammonia expansion and pressurization are
caused directly by the "fuel", which is our
sun-heated tropical ocean water.
The entire power needs of the barge
and its extensive test system are being provided by the electricity thus generated.
Cold water from 2,700 feet below the
barge condenses the ammonia in a perAdrian "Speedy" Gonzales aboard MINI-OTEC in Hawaii
petual cycle of electrical-energy production.
In the midst of the Sixth OTEC Confer- engineering challenge, and if it were absent
Mr. President, this historic breakthrough
ence in June, word was received that Mini- would seek it elsewhere. Age 48 at his
means, our scientists and technicians tell
OTEC's chief technician for Lockheed, death, he left behind a legacy of indepenus, that the OTEC theory has been proven
Adrian "Speedy" Gonzales, had suddenly dence, response to challenge, and" an acsound. It can mean that in the ;,ot-toopassed away. Speedy had been working tive mind pulling a physique not too rodistant future, cities of 100,000 people can
long, steady hours in the hope of helping bust". A spokesman for Lockheed who
be supplied with all the electricity they
to get Mini-OTEC operational during the knew Speedy well told SOEL that everyneed by giant, at-sea OTEC plants. AcConference. It was not generally known one who came in contact with Speedy
cording to present calculations, such enuntil after his death, however, that he had Gonzales "came away with something
ergy can compete with the cost of fossi/a heart condition .
positive" .
fuel energy resources.
While Speedy had no formal training,
On behalf of the OTEC community,
As you know, Mr. President, the OTEC
he was said by his co-workers to be a SOEL extends condolences to his family
concept is well-known in energy offices
"natural-born engineer", and had been and friends, and acknowledges the many
throughout the world. It was in 1881 that
with Lockheed as far back as their first contributions made by Adrian "Speedy"
a French scientist, Jacques d'A rson val,
rocket-engine test in Santa Cruz, Califor- Gonzales toward the successful deployconceived the OTEC idea. It was never
nia. He was a man who always required ment of Mini-OTEC.
pursued commercially because more economical energy resources were available.
COMPLETE TEXT OF
GOVERNOR ARIYOSHI'S
MESSAGE ON MINI-OTEC
TO PRESIDENT CARTER
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The following article, reproduced in its
entirety, appeared in the July 27th issue of
The Wall Street Journal. Reprinted with
permission of The Wall Street Journal
Copyright 1979, Dow Jones and Company:
Incorporated. All rights reserved.
TRIAL ELECTRIC PLANT
OFF HAWAII WILL TAP
OCEAN TEMPERATURES
Facility to Draw Water From
Sea Surface and 3,000 Feet
To Warm, Cool Ammonia
by Rachel Bagby
Staff Reporter for

The Wall Street Journal
The nation's first trial plant to generate
electricity by utilizing the temperature
differential between sea water at the surface and 3,000 feet below is scheduled to
start full operation near Kona, Hawaii next
week.
Du bbed the "Sputn ik of the Sea", the
$2.5-million Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion plant, Mini - OTEC, is being financed by the State of Hawaii, the Dillingham Corporation, and Lockheed Missiles
and Space Company, a subsidiary of Lockheed Incorporated.
Moored a mile and a half off Ke-Ahole
Point, the converted dump barge uses the
75-to-80-degree ocean-surface water to
vaporize liquid ammonia that, under pressure, drives an electric generator. The ammonia is then cooled to liquidity by 40to-45-degree water drawn by electric
pumps from 3,000 feet below the surface
through a polypropylene pipe 24 inches in
diameter, and the closed cycle begins again.
Although the process dates from 1881,
it hasn't been pursued previously because
oil and gas were more economical energy
sources, says Hank White, operations manager for the Natural Energy Laboratory of
Hawaii. But now, petroleum prices have
soared.
"OTEC is economical because the
largest costs are capital costs," he explains.
"After that, there aren't any fuel costs,
only the cost of labor and maintenance.
Because the surface of the ocean is the
world's largest solar collector, it's a practically inexhaustible supply of energy ."
Mini-OTEC will test the feasibility of
tapping this supply for commercial use .
At fu II capacity, the "proof of concept"
plant will generate only 50 kilowatts of
power, most of it used to run its own
pumps and lights. None of the power will
be transported to shore, says Delbert N.
Burwell, Lockheed's Mini-OTEC program
manager.
But, according to Mr. Burwell, a commercial OTEC plant would be able to generate from 100,000 to 500,000 kilowatts
of electricity. "This power would be transported to shore via cables along the ocean
floor ," he explains. He adds that technology is being developed whereby an OTEC
barge could also manufacture hydrogen
Solar OCEAN ENERGY Liaison
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for use in power plants on shore as a fuel. r~
OTEC enthusiasts believe the process While the editor of this publication was
will be a major energy option by the late attending a solar-energy conference re1980s and 1990s. Lloyd Jones, manager cently, a lady from Hawaii walked up and
of energy projects at Dillingham, observes congratulated me on "the delightful artithat a 400,000-kilowatt plant would be cle I had written" in a Honolulu newspaper
able to service about 100,000 households. shortly after Mini-OTEC went into operaAs a side effect, Hawaii expects a bur- tion. She had confused me with Dan Myers
geoning fishing industry to flow from the of the Honolulu Advertiser, whose column
OTEC activities there. "Deep ocean water "Dan Myers Satire" was finally tracked
is rich in nutrients, and wherever there's a down through the courtesy of Anne White
natural upwelling of that water there's a Hank's wife, of the Natural Energy Labor~
booming fishing industry," explains Hideto atory of Hawaii. It is reprinted below, with
Kono, director of the state's department the permission of Mr. Myers.
of planning and economic development.
AN OTEC PIPE- DREAM
"We expect the same to happen when
Mini-OTEC brings the deep water up to
The recent successful try at turning
the surface."
Hawaii's large ocean-temperature differTechnical problems inherent to OTEC
ences into electricity has led some islandthreaten the project's success, however.
ers to daydream of a distant day when
A major concern is that Mini-OTEC's heat
OTEC (Ocean Thermal Energy Converexchangers, crucial to extracting heat from
sion)
does to OPEC what OPEC has done
the water, will become clogged. Additionto
us.
ally, a severe storm could damage the deepW3ter pipe.

=

LOCKHEED, NETHERLANDS FIRM
JOIN TO STUDY OCEAN ENERGY
PLANT CONSTRUCTION FOR US

Rijwsijk, The Netherlands: The Netherlands company of the Hollandsche Beton
Groep NV (HBG) has selected Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company of Sunnyval.e,
California to be a subcontractor on a study
of the constructability of huge commercial
Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC)
plants.
The study contract was awarded recently
by the US National Oceanic and Oceanographic Administration on behalf of the
US Department of Energy.
HBG said it will perform the major part
of the work in house and will supervise the
project team, which also includes the Netherlands Offshore Company and Smit International. The team will study methods of
construction and installation of equipment
on OTEC 100-megawatt plants -large
enough to supply the power needs of a
city of 250,000 persons - that float at sea.
Lockheed will aid in defining the configuration of OTEC- plant candidates, including the half-mile-Iong cold-water pipe.
At the same time, Lockheed will assess the
capabilities of US facilities to build these
OTEC plants and will work with HBG to
develop construction and installation plans.
The enormous floating power plants operate from a barge or as a submerged spar
structure, with a water displacement of up
to 500,000 tons. The30-meter-diameter
1,000-meter-long vertical pipe is attached
to the platform to transport deep cold water to the power cycle. The dimensions of
the pipe are unique in the offshore industry.
OTEC plants are envisioned for the Caribbean, the Gulf of Mexico, the East Coast
of Brazil, Africa, Indonesia, the Pacific
Islands, and Japan.
HBG, together with a number of European industries, is also involved in the planning of a 10-megawatt OTEC pilot plant.
Chicago 60605 August 1979

AI- Petrohan, Middle East: Grim representatives of the crumbling Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries met here
yesterday to discuss the latest ocean price
hike by the Oahu Thermal Exporting Cartel.
Hawaii, the sole member of OTEC, met
recently in Honolulu and gleefully raised
the price of ocean for the third time this
month.
OPEC retains large reserves of costly,
old-fashioned oil. However, since Hawaii
was discovered in 1979 to be "sitting on
a sea of ocean" suitable for generating vast
cheap amounts of electricity, OPEC members have become dependent on OTEC
imports.
Libya's Muammar Kaddafi bitterly told
OPEC last night that OTEC's price structure was "madness". He would no longer
be able to maintain his 25,000 Soviet tanks
and his 15,000 MIG-35 aircraft, he complained.
Meanwhile, groups of Hawaii investors,
swollen with OTEC profits, stream daily
through this region, buying up hotels, luxury apartments, and resort complexes.
At press time OPEC's solid front appeared to be cracking, as Iran said it would
pay the new OTEC price because it was
"caught between Iraq and a hard place '~
DEUTCH SWORN IN AS DOE
UNDER SECRETARY OF ENERGY

Dr. John M. Deutch was sworn in on
August 8th as Under Secretary of Energy
by Secretary James R. Schlesinger. Dr.
Deutch has served as Acting Under Secretary since June 1st. President Carter
nominated him to be Under Secretary on
May 25th, and he was confirmed by the
Senate on August 3rd . Dr. Deutch became
an assistant professor of chemistry at
Princeton University in 1966, and remained there till 1969. He joined MIT's
faculty as associate professor of chemistry
and became chairman of the Chemistry
Department in 1976.
Page 4
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(continued from Page 1)
at the Shoreham Americana in Washington
DC, and will be organized and supervised
by Gibbs & Cox Incorporated of Arlington,
Virginia .
.
Various places had offered to host the
conference, including Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
and the University of Miam i, the latter
having been the site of the fifth meeting .
The Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns
Hopkins University declined. (Apparently
once was enough! )
Washington was again chosen because
it was felt that the capital offered the
opportunity of greatest convenience as well
as exposure to large numbers of "influencers and facilitators" in near proximity,
plus excellent local and mass-media coverage.
There may be changes, however, in the
format of the next conference. As pointed
out in the July issue of SOEL, many of
those who attended the sixth conference
felt that much of the material presented
was "old hat" to many OTEC advocates
who have been active in the program for
many years, while it was acknowledged
that such basic information was still nec-essary for newcomers. Also, the workshops
were viewed as possibly the most valuable
aspect of the just-completed sixth conference, and it is likely that similar forms of
inter-communication will be expanded.
Toward that end, questionnaires are
being mailed momentarily to most if not
all of the attendees of the June meeting
to obtain input and suggestions for the
June 1980 conference, reported Bob Scott
of Gibbs & Cox in a recent phone conversation with SOEL .

OCEAN ENERGY COUNCIL
STEPPING UP ACTIVITY
The first open meeting of the Ocean
Energy Council (OEC) was held in Washington DC August 30th with twenty persons in attendance. Representatives from
major OTEC contractors, the OTEC Users'
Council, Congressional staffers, and legal
and institutional organizations were among
those present.
The Council has forwarded comprehensive statements to influential members of
Congress for inclusion in the testimony
being reviewed by several subcommittees
dealing with funding and institutional aspects of OTEC implementation, prepared
statements for the Administration and
DOE, and formed action committees in
other areas to further the objectives of
the recently-formed organization .
The next open meeting of the OEC is
scheduled September 26th, also in Washington, following the DOE-OTEC Integration on that date. More than twice the
attendance of the first meeting is anticipated.

Solar OCEAN ENERGY Liaison

DENIS HAYES NAMED
DIRECTOR OF SERI
Not Opposed to OTEC
As Many Believed
Denis Hayes, an internationally-known
figure in solar energy, took over the direc-torship of the Solar Energy Research Institute (SE R I) in early August. Hayes was the
prime organizer of both Earth Day and Sun
Day, and, until his appointment by the
Department of Energy, was board chairman of both the Center for Renewable
Resources and the Solar Lobby. The latter
has been not only active but effective in
auditing the development of solar energy
through the Administration, DOE, and
Congress.
Hayes was also senior researcher for
the Worldwatch I nstitute, is the author of
many books including Rays of Hope, and
is an active member of other environmental
and pro--solar groups.
Many in the OTEC field had the misconception that the Solar Lobby and related organizations largely influenced by
Hayes were solely advocates of the "small
is beautiful" concept, and therefore would
be negative toward OTEC and other centralized energy sources, even though they
were solar- based .
However the editor of SOEL met with
Hayes earlier this year, and nothing could
be further from the truth. I n fact, in The
Solar Energy Timetable, published by the
Worldwatch I nstitute and authored by
Hayes, he says : "Wind power and solar
photovoltaic cells are expected to shoulder
the bulk of the remaining electrical burden,
although ocean thermal-electric stations
could provide an attractive supplement if
their economic costs and environmental
consequences prove acceptable." And further in the same book, referring to the
year 2025: "It is also possible that large
power plants will be using the temperature
differences between ocean gradients to produce steady, round-the-clock power."
Hayes replaces Paul Rappaport, director of SERI since its inception. Rappaport
is primarily a photovoltaic researcher, and
in fact remains active in that field today.
A number of comments appeared in
the press and elsewhere questioning the
purposes behind the naming of Hayes, an
outspoken critic of the Administration's
and DOE's foot-dragging in solar development, suggesting that the move may have
been made to somehow quiet him.
However, following personal conversation with Hayes as well as colleagues he has
worked with over the years in advocating
solar energy, this writer's conclusion is that
his appointment most likely will increase
both public and governmental awareness
of solar energy's potential and accelerate
its implementation.
SERI is still operated by the Midwest
Research I nstitute for DOE, and obviously
therefore works in conjunction with that
department. However at the same time
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SERI retains many independent functions.
SE R I's staff working exclusively on OTEC
has been increased over the last year, and
SERI in fact is managing the R&D program
for OTEC's open-cycle development.

•
SERI TO HOST OCEAN ENERGY
COMMUNICATION WORKSHOP
The Solar Energy Research Institute
(SERI) has announced its sponsorship of
an Ocean Energy Communication and Information Workshop scheduled to be held
in the Boulder/Denver area December 6th
and 7th.
The meeting is being organized by Don
Petty, Ocean Systems Project Leader of
SERI's Technical Information Dissemination Project, with the co-operation of the
editor of this publication, and will bring
together those in industry, government,
education, and publishing/communications
to discuss various methods of disseminating
OTEC information . Audio-visual products,
print materials, lectures, the mass media,
public relations, and industry/government
requirements are among the subjects to be
explored.
For further information and a detailed
agenda, contact Don Petty, Ocean Systems
Project Leader, TID, Solar Energy Research
Institute, 1536 Cole Boulevard, Golden,
Colorado 80401, (303) 231-1000.

WAVE ENERGY
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON
OCEAN WAVE ENERGY SET FOR
OCTOBER IN SWEDEN
Man's long-lived quest to harness the
energy from the world's ocean waves will
be amplified October 30th and 31st in
Gothenburg, Sweden, the site of an international Symposium on Ocean Wave Energy Utilization. Co-sponsored by the
National Swedish Board of Energy Sources
Development and Chalmers University of
Technology at Gothenburg, the meeting
will present approximately 18 papers from
Finland, Germany, Great Britain, Japan,
Monaco, Norway, and the United States.
Between 80 and 100 scientists and engineers will participate.
Among the well-known researchers in
the field of wave energy who will speak are
C. O. J. Grove-Palmer and S. H. Salter of
England, Y. Masuda of Japan, and John
Isaacs of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography of the University of California .
Further details may be obtained from
Professor J. K. Lunde, Department of Ship
Hydromechanics and Underwater Technology, Chalmers University of Technology,
S- 412 96 Gothenburg, Sweden. But don't
expect a prompt response: SOEL has written three letters for the specifiCs, and we're
still waiting .
Page 5

US GOVERNMENT
PROCUREMENT INVITATIONS
AND CONTRACT AWARDS
Listed below are procurement invitations and contract awards related to OTEC
in particular and ocean resources in general
culled from the Commerce Business Daily.
This is not to be construed, however, as a
complete list.
• Jul 11: Perform a Commercial Feasibility Analysis of Open-Cycle OTEC Plants
Optimized for Fresh-Water Production:
This office is in the process of negotiating
a contract with the Westinghouse Electric
Corp., Gateway Center, Pittsburgh PA
15222. The contractor is using proprietary
computer models. Contract MA-79-SAC0063G R. US Department of Commerce,
Procurement- Research Contracts Branch,
Washington DC 20230.
• Jul 13: Generating Technology Assessment on Each of the Following Plant
Types: Conventional Steam, CombinedCycle, Combustion Turbine, Hydro, Solar,
Wind, Hydrothermal (Geothermal), Ocean
Thermal, Atmospheric Fluidized Bed Combustion, Mhd, Fuel Cells, and Biomass and
Garbage: All requests must be in writing.
Solicitation DE - RP01 - 79 - E - 110480.
Buyer's name: Dona Thompson.
• Jul 16: Waste-Water Aquaculture Assessment: The EPA has a requirement for
a study to be undertaken to determine why
waste-water aquaculture implementation is
not being more widely used for industrial,
agricultural, and municipal waste waters.
Requests must be submitted in writing .
Ask for R FP WA-79-A 174 and state your
EPA "RFP List" number if assigned one.
The RFP will be available o/a 30 Jul 79.
Jul 17: Complete Development of Spirally Fluted Tubing for Advanced Heat Exchanger Applications: DOE is negotiating
with the General Atomic Company, PO
Box 81608, San Diego CA 92138. US Department of Energy, Oak Ridge Operations,
Post Office Box E, Oak Ridge TN 37830.
• Jul 17: Sea Water Systems (SWS) Analysis of Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
(OTEC) 10/40 MW Modular Experimental
Plant: Develop an analytical model of the
SWS in order to perform operational sensitivity studies of SWS components. The
two major tasks will be (1) SWS model development, and (2) model validation and
documentation. The period of performance
will be ten months. The estimated professional level of effort is approximately two
and a half person years. Planned Solicitation Closing Date is 17 Aug 79. R FP NA79-SAC-00762 RC. US Department of
Commerce, OP 9 ADPM, Research and
Services Procurement Division, Washington
DC 20230.
Jul 18: Additional Basic Oceanographic
Research Including Physical, Chemical, and
Biological Oceanography, Marine Geology
and Geophysics, and Acoustics: Contract
N00014--75-C-0152, 6 Jun 79 (no RFP),
for $ 2, 138, 624, awarded to the Un iversity
of California, Contract and Grant AdminSolar OCEAN ENERGY Liaison
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istration, SIO, Code A-OlO, University of
Aug 1: Modification to Existing ConCalifornia, San Diego, La Jolla CA 92093. tract to Provide Additional Analytical Ef• Jul 18: OTEC Power Integration: Con- fort Required for the Commercial Feasitract DE-AC-02-79- ET - 29187. AOOO, bility Assessment for the Proliferation Alfor $196,218, awarded to Florida Power ternative Systems Assessment Program:
Corp61ration, 3201 34th Street South, St. Contract EN-77-C-01-5067 (no RFP),
for $141,314, awarded to Stoller Corp.,
Petersburg FL 33711 .
Jul 18 : Economic and Env ironmental New York NY 10001. Department of EnPolicy Analyses of Hazardous Materials ergy, Office of Procurement Operations,
Associated with Energy Development Pro- Washington DC 20545.
grams: Contract DE-AC-01-79-EV-l0142
Aug 8: Baseline Study of US Industry
.AOOO, for $60,000, awarded to Resources Solar Exports: SERI will issue an RFP
for the Future Inc., Washington DC 20036. approximately 15 Aug 79 for a concise
• Jul 20: Generating Technology Assess- report of present-day levels and characment on Each of the Following Plant Types: teristics of US solar exports (products,
Conventional steam, combined cycle, com- services, and technologies). This report
bustion turbine, hydro, solar, wind, hydro- shall form a baseline from which to study
thermal (geothermal), ocean thermal, at- future market trends of US industry solar
mospheric fluidized bed combustion, mhd, exports. A 1.5 man-year effort over nine
fuel celis, and biomass and garbage . All re- months is anticipated by the fixed-price
quests must be in writing. Solicitation DE- award . Telephone requests will be hon-RP-01-79-E-ll0480. Buyer's name: Dona ored. Inquiries after 17 Aug 79 shall not
be honored. Copies of the RFP will be
Thompson.
Jul 20: Environmental Assessment of limited. M. Kaminski, SERI/Subcontracts,
Coal Liquefaction: Contract 68-02-3147, 1538 Cole Blvd ., Golden CO 80302.
Aug 8: Software Simulations and ModRFP DU-79-A003, for $2,753,567, with
options of $3,604,986, awarded to Hitt- els on Solar Energy: The Solar Energy Reman Associates Inc., 9190 Red Branch search Institute (SERI) is collecting deRoad, Columbia MD 21045. EPA, Con- scriptions and documentation on existing
tracts Management Division (MD-33), Of- computer models, codes, and simulations
fice of Administration, Attn: NCCM-5, of solar- energy appl ications i ncl udi ng solar
heating and cooling, wind power, photoResearch Triangle Park NC 27711.
Jul 24: Development of Alcohol- Based voltaics, industrial- process heat, biomass
Synthetic Transportation Fuels from Syn- conversion, ocean systems, and solar therthetic Gases: Negotiations are being con- mal power. Descriptions will be stored in a
ducted with Chem Systems Inc., 1 Evans data base, accessed by the Department of
St., Fairfield NJ 07006, for Contract DE- Energy (DOE), DOE contractors, and state
AC-22-79-ET -14858 .000. US Depart- agencies, and used for publication of diment of Energy, Pittsburgh Energy Tech- rectories and pamphlets for the public.
nology Center, 4800 Forbes Ave., Pitts- SE R I will attempt to include description
burgh PA 15213, Attn : Procurement Di- of all available models. SERI will not test
or validate models. Solar Energy Research
vision.
Jul 24: Study of the Products and Ser- Institute Models Data Base, Data Base
vices Furnished by the Department of En- Systems Branch (8100), 1536 Cole Blvd.,
ergy's Technical Information Center: Con- Golden CO 80302 .
tract to be negotiated on a sole-source • Aug 7: Anti- Fouling Tests Requiring
basis with Computer Science Corporation. Dynamic Test Facility and Year-Round
US Department of Energy, Procurement Fouling Season: Negotiations will be held
Branch, PO Box E, Oak Ridge TN 37830. with Miami Marine Research for SolicitaJul 24: Economic, Engineering, and tion N00167-79-R-0184. David W. TayEnvironmental Services for Planning Impact lor Naval Ship Research and Development
Assessment and Environmental Analysis in Center, Bethesda MD 20084, Attn : Joyce
Evaluation of Ocean Use Options: Esti- Allen, Code 5321 .1, (202) 227-1077 .
mated level of effort is two-th irds of one • Aug 13: Aquafarms Prawn Raising:
man year to one and one-half man years. Contract DE-AC-03-79-ET -27047, Dos
Planned solicitation closing date is 27 Aug Palmas Area, Coachella Valley CA, for an
79. Solicitation NA-79-SA-C-00718 JD estimated $575,266, awarded to Aqua(201) . US Department of Commerce Pro- farms International Inc., PO Box 157,
curement Services Division, Washington DC Mecca CA 92254 . Department of Energy,
1333 Broadway, Oakland CA 94612.
20230.
Jul 25: Ocean Forecasting and Objec- . • Aug 13: Technical Services in Support
tive Analysis: Negotiations are to be con- of OTEC-1 Project: Contract DE-ACducted with Science Applications Inc., 03-79-SF-l0592, $73,267, awarded to
8400 Westpark Drive, McLean VA 22101. Howerton Engineering and Management
Aug 1: Analysis, Planning, and Tech- Inc., 2311 Carroll Lane, Escondido CA
nical Studies for the DOE Division of Cen- 92025. Department of Energy, San Frantral Solar Technology: Negotiations are cisco Operations Office, 1333 Broadway,
being conducted with Mitre Corp., West- Oakland CA 94612.
Aug 15: Methodology for and Sample
gate Research Park, McLean VA 22102.
See Note 46 . Sol: DE-AC-01-79-ET- of an Ocean- Use Density Pattern for the
21047. Document Control Specialist, 202/ Area Within the 200 - Mile Limit of the
376-9290. Department of Energy, Office United States: N R L intends to negotiate
of Procurement Operations, Washington a contract with Dynamic Systems Inc.,
McLean VA.
DC 20585.
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